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Don Mould’s Dart has a new owner….see Page 7
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SVale
SomLUKS
Luks
VALE SOM
Som, along with husband Peter, ( together for over 45 years), was one of
our ‘senior’ club members, being part of the Micro Car & Scooter Club for
more than 25 years. In the early years, Som took on the unofficial role of
social activities director, organising a number of get togethers, Christmas
celebrations, and other outings. Until her recent illness, the ‘Luks’ were
regulars at our monthly meetings at Yagoona. Som was diagnosed with
Pancreatic cancer late in 2019, and after a brave battle, found her peace
early on the 6th of Aug . We will miss her happy disposition and contribution
to our club. ( photo below taken at the Goggo’s 50th anniversary dinner )
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The Lightburn Zeta ….
Was South Australian engineer Harold Lightburn’s answer to a gap
in the 1960s automotive market. With many suburban women learning to
drive and working outside the home, a second car offered greater
independence.
The Zeta was small, cheap and adaptable and marketed as the
second ‘runabout’ car dreamt of by prosperous families. Fewer than 400
sold. Undeservedly criticised as a lemon and a flop, the Zeta stands out as
a socially progressive example of 1960s Australian enterprise.

In the 1960s, suburbs were expanding along with car ownership,
roads and urban infrastructure. This period of relative peace and affluence
allowed for increased leisure time. At the same time, many women were
learning to drive.
In response, Lightburn set out to create a small, economical and
reliable vehicle to readily adapt to every family’s needs; a camper van for
weekends away, a smart school-run sedan with room for the kids, or a
manoeuvrable utility vehicle.
There was also a small production ( around 50 ) of the Zeta Sports
Roadster, which had the bigger 498 Sachs 2 cyl 2 stroke engine, Like the
Goggo Dart it lacked doors or bumpers, and had its fibreglass body styling
based on the Henry Meadows sprint version of the Frisky Microcar
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The Lightburn Zeta ….
Harold Lightburn had both talent and ambition in abundance. He was
a successful amateur boxer as a young man. By the end of the Second World
War he had turned his attention to automotive engineering and
manufacturing.
In the 1950s, Lightburn & Co. Ltd was manufacturing hydraulic car
jacks, concrete mixers washing machines for military and domestic use,
along with a variety of industrial products and power tools at a sprawling
factory in Camden, an Adelaide suburb.
Lightburn’s progressive vision for an inclusive and multicultural
workplace was matched by his desire to fulfil the postwar market for
inexpensive and reliable Australian-made goods. Lightburn’s approach to the
design and manufacture was equally ingenious. Made of one piece of
moulded fibreglass, a strong, light, rust-proof material, the Zeta had minimal
moving components but was loaded with features.
The rear seats could be removed to provide space for children,
parcels or prams. The front seats could be reattached to the roof to provide
grandstand views at sporting events. Using innovative mass production line
assembly processes and employing hundreds of staff, Lightburn intended to
manufacture 50 Zetas per week when production started in 1963.
Despite these progressive intentions, fewer than 400 Zetas sold. They
looked decidedly odd and performed feebly on hills and in high winds.
One unusual asset — the ability to reverse at high speed — either thrilled or
horrified drivers. The splendid storage was awkwardly accessed from the
sides. The Zeta was mostly panned by critics, especially when compared to
the Mini, another contemporary small car.
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The Lightburn Zeta ….
While Lightburn’s imaginative attempt to enhance the Australian
motoring experience was applauded, the car’s benefits could not outweigh its
shortcomings. Given more time and money, the Zeta’s promise may have
eventuated, but Lightburn’s debt forced cessation of production in 1965.
1963 Lightburn Zeta motor car
Small grey painted fibreglass-bodied
two-door ‘Station Sedan’ motor car.
It has a Villiers two cylinder, 324cc
[19.75cu in], 16.5bhp air-cooled
engine, which drives the front wheels,
and it is coupled to a Burman fourspeed gearbox with steering column
gear shift. The Girling brakes are
hydraulically operated. The radiator
grill hub caps, bumpers front and back, are all chrome-plated. The upholstery
is covered in vinyl, and it has a bench seat in the back. The rearview mirror is
mounted on the centre of the dashboard. 'AUSTRALIAN / MADE', 'Zeta / BY
LIGHTBURN', 'FOR / ECONOMY' adhesive product stickers are applied to
the rear window. Below is the mass production line in 1964.

This article mainly gleaned from the National Australia Museum website… ed
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MCSC Footnote…….
Our club from its foundation has collected Australian data now
correlated; encompassing registers of other micro-cars imported; such as
BMW, Vespa 400, Messerschmitt and of course Zeta.
Fred, the keeper of these registers is also a Zeta Sports, Lightburn
Ridabout and a twin tub washing machine custodian.
(I feel sorry for him …. ed )
During trips to attend Bay To Birdwood events he has met with factory
personnel on all levels from office, design, construction, apprentices and test
drivers. These comprise notes, emails, personal recollections.
One to mention is a photo of the first prototype sports VKM465 being
driven by Bob Tilley. This he was involved in building. There are many of
these descriptions and stories too many to relate in this small article
Maybe of interest to some, our data
base has listed eleven utes; these based on
the runabout front end and cabin.
The Runabout was superseded by a
MKII version in July 1965 priced at £615,
these having strengthened door pillars
complying with new seatbelt legislation..
Our data covers both original and
MKII’s accounting for just over 60. Factory
Tug Mules seven. One electric MKI and one
Four-wheel drive.
To gain publicity Harold provided four
Zeta cars to Donald Campbell for the Bluebird
team’s track survey work at Lake Eyre… Fred
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Don Mould’s Dart has a new owner.
In 1986,Don was nearing retirement, and looking over his
neighbour’s fence he thought ….this is a project for me. Time passed
and not much work done on the blue car. Then in 1993 Athol Hilton
was selling his orange Dart. Don managed marital agreement for the
acquisition by telling Bev that it was to be a ‘His and Hers‘ deal ( Don
added..’I don’t know what Brett told his wife’).
Don was encouraged to sell the two Darts because, at a recent
outing Cathy Billiards mentioned ‘you’re getting old, and what are you
going to do with your cars ?’ Don started to think – none of the family
had an interest in the cars, and he is now 80 plus. Then the MCSC
club put out an email with an advert from Brett Humphrey looking for a
Dart to restore. Don later suggested that this was a conspiracy. ( hard
to prove, as Brett and Cathy have never met ! )
Being one of the more regular event attendees, you can tell Don
has had many good times over nearly 30 years of club membership.
He sends his fellow members a big THANKS and wishes the Club the
best for the future as he moves into a new stage in his life without a
Goggo.
Photo below shows him chasing a Messerschmitt, a Honda, and
another Dart around the Eastern Creek Motorsport park racetrack at
one of the many Shannon’s Classic car events he attended.
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Darts and other Micros.
Don Mould’s spare Goggo Dart, and his daily Driver Goggo Dart, have
now left the inner suburbs of Sydney and found a new home in Victoria.
The new owner, fellow MCSC member Brett Humphreys sent this note.
Hi my name is Brett. I put a wanted ad out through John for an
unrestored Goggomobil Dart. Don Mould rang me and said he had one. After
a few phone calls he said once this one was gone he would sell the good one.
Maybe would you like both? OK, send some photos, a deal was done.
We took the orange Dart out for a run and it drives really nicely, I’m
getting a Victorian RWC and rego and it will be out on the road very soon.
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Darts and other Micros.
Here’s a photo of my collection. A big thanks to John for the ad
and to Don for the car. I went to a car show with the Messerschmitt
KR200 last November at Rosebud. It was my first time with a car at a
show something that I have wanted to do since I was a kid, I couldn't
believe the attention (all day) that the car got and I won a prize.
The BMW Isetta is three quarters through its restoration, so it
won’t be long before I have the three Microteers.. Brett Humphrey

Back to Don.
The photo to the
right shows the
orange Dart at
the 2019 Cooly
Rocks On at
Coolangatta
where the
Goggomobil car
was celebrating
its 60th birthday
by taking special
children for joyrides.
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VESPA Gallery
I am sure that you
will be interested to
see the multi-coloured
striping on this Vespa.
It would of course look
more aerodynamic if
the stripes were horiz-ontal rather than vert-ical … are you paying
attention to what I am
saying ? Oh, and in
case you are interested, the rider is Vespa’s
Friday girl for April 4th
2014.
With the increasing Interest in the world wide
‘Gentleman’s Ride’, this
Vespa is very appropriate and is one used
by a member of the
Hungarian ‘Vespa Klub’
( which appears to be
one of the world’s larg-est Vespa clubs).
Pictures ‘discovered’
on the Internet ….ed
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Celebrity Page
You all know about
Abbey Rd with John,
Paul, George and
Ringo doing the
Zebra crossing, (not
necessarily in that
order), well now you
can know about
the Vespa lane
with Vespa John,
Vespa Paul, Vespa
George, and
Vespa Ringo also
doing the Zebra
crossing, and not a
Lambretta to be
seen. Maybe the
Lambrettas are enjoying a stint at Gracelands !
Looks like John Wayne on the left, and on the right, Gene Kelly and ??
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In the 70’s, Honda did a bit of experimentation with 4 wheel steering, and
part of that was done by taking two front ends and putting them together. In
the 90’s they had some success with the Prelude. To get it to work, initially
there were two left doors, two engines etc….Ratko
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Restoration….
For those who have never done a restoration/rebuild, then here is
what it might look like when about 50% completed. The second 50% might
end up taking a lot longer especially if you do the easy bits first, and if you
cannot recall where you put the other boxes of bits. The vehicle is a ‘51 Bond
Mk B owned by Richard and located in Westharbour, NZ, and looking good !
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A couple of interesting shots sent in by Ratko
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Did this BMW700 save the company ?

The BMW 700, built from 1959 to 1965, was the last of 3 micro, or economy,
cars BMW made in the 1950s. And it was nearly the last BMW product of any sort,
motorcycle, car or aero engine.
Forbidden to manufacture anything capable of military/war usage after WW2,
BMW were allowed to make bikes again in 1948 and this was a good fit for the
depressed economy. When car production was authorised in 1952 they wanted to
make an economy car but this meant large volume production to make any money
and that meant expensive tooling which they could not afford. So they made an upper
luxury Mercedes beater which could be largely hand built. Unfortunately this was too
expensive, sold more slowly than expected and made a loss. Other models followed,
dubbed the Baroque Angels because of their ornate styling, all selling more slowly
and making a loss.
Motorcycles were still making money. But, as customers moved away from
motorcycles as a primary mode of transport, something a little better was required to
keep the company afloat.
Meanwhile, in Italy, Iso AutoveicoliSpA, headed by Renzo Rivolta, best
known for building refrigerators, had branched out to making motor scooters and then
small three-wheeled trucks. Rivolta wanted to get into making cars. Given that Italy’s
economy was, like that of Germany, struggling to recover from World War 2, Rivolta
decided to start by building a small economy car for mass distribution – a step up
from a motor scooter. By 1952 the engineers Ermenegildo Preti and Pierluigi Raggi
had designed a small car that used the engine of the medium frame Iso Moto 200
engine and named it Isetta—an Italian diminutive meaning little ISO.
Launched in November 1953 it was a sensation, looking like nothing that had
gone before.
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Saving the BMW company…...
The clever design gave
a super compact size, light
weight yet strong, with a unique
and quirky front door hinged on
one side, the steering wheel
folding forward to allow entry
and exit. It uses a DuBonnet
front suspension design which
was compact, gave a good ride
and excellent isolation from road
shocks. Note the canvas “sun
roof” which doubled as an
emergency escape hatch (thus
leading to the many jokes about
people being trapped when
parked nose in to a wall).
At just 2.29 metres long there was still (just enough) room for 2 close friends,
as long as two were fairly small!
Although it looks like a 3 wheeler, there are actually 2 closely spaced
(250mm apart) wheels at the back to aid stability with the engine mounted opposite
the driver as a form of counterbalance (which was a problem when BMW made RHD
versions with one rear wheel in England!).
While only 236 cc performance was not its main virtue, taking over 30
seconds to reach 80km/h, it won its class in the 1953 Mille Miglia at an average
speed of 70 km/h (I guess the brakes were rarely used!).
Despite returning about 5.6 l/100 km (then a very good figure) the initial sales
fell away, largely due to ongoing production issues caused by a common Italian
complaint – innovative and attractive as the design was, actually making it had not
really been taken into account! Rivolta lost interest, wanting to concentrate on his
new Iso Rivolta sports car. After about 1,000 units had been built ISO ceased
production in 1955.
BMW had initially approached ISO to supply them with engines, but Rivolta
offered to sell them the designs, production equipment, a production licence and,
importantly, exclusive rights to any amendments they made to the design. So BMW
bought the Isetta at the end of 1954. ISO retained the right to license their version to
others, and did so.
BMW set about re-engineering the Isetta in its own Germanic style, and
turned it into a more efficient and practical vehicle which could be reliably made at a
profit, utilising a 250cc motorcycle engine from their range, upping the power by over
30% without increasing fuel consumption.
Released in April 1955 the BMW Isetta sold well, and sales improved with the
1956/57 Suez crisis (Egypt blocked shipping using the short cut Suez canal route,
principally oil tankers going from the middle east to Europe, pushing up fuel prices
and driving down supply).
In February 1956 changes to German road rules caused BMW to up the
capacity to 300 cc and they made further changes, including heavily revised styling,
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to create the BMW Isetta 300.

Iso based Isetta 250 on the left and BMW redesigned 300 on the right

But the economy continued to improve and sales started to falter.
The Isetta had kept BMW’s head above the water but they were no nearer the shore.
Continuing to develop the range of large saloons and sports cars was not
going to bring the sales or profits required. And there was not enough cash either on
hand or to be borrowed to develop a whole new range of mid sized cars.
So the only option was to extend the Isetta 300. As this used a tubular frame
chassis, pulling the rear wheels apart and stretching the wheelbase was fairly easy. A
R67 600 cc horizontally opposed twin air cooled motorcycle engine was installed
coupled to a custom designed all synchromesh 4 speed transaxle in an elongated
version of the body, with a side door to access the rear seat space.
With typical Germanic imagination this was called the BMW 600.
However a good idea this may have seemed, it was not. Sales were lacklustre,
mainly because it still looked like an Isetta but cost as much as more sophisticated
alternatives such as the VW Beetle. In total about 34,000 600s were made.
Of note is that the rear suspension designed for the 600 continued to be
used, in various subtle evolutions, in BMWs right up the 1990s when it was replaced
by BMW’s “Z-axle design”. BMW’s woes continued with no solution in sight.
Something which looked like a “proper car” was needed.
BMW’s Austrian importer, Wolfgang Denzel knew this as well as anyone. In
frustration at Munich coming up with a solution he paid the Micholetti styling house to
come up with stylish, modern design to fit onto a slightly extended 600 chassis.
The rakish coupe design looked exactly what was needed. BMW’s Hofmeister
adapted the design so it could be economically manufactured and still be appealing,
toning down some of the more extravagant features of the original.
Although the coupe concept was accepted, BMW realised that buyers of an
economy car would probably favour practicality over style, and a coupe would not be
a big seller. So Hofmeister extended the roof line to make a saloon with headroom
for 4. Willy Black, who designed the 600 chassis, did all the mechanical adaptation,
uprating the engine again to 697 cc, retaining the front and rear suspension designs
from the 600 to give a smooth riding car with excellent road holding, a class above
itself in both regards.
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The bodywork was a unitary monocoque design, a first for BMW, dispensing
with the tubular frame completely.
This was the BMW 700, launched to great acclaim at the August 1959
Frankfurt Motor Show (same month and year as the BMC Mini and Ford’s 105E
Anglia). 25,000 orders were quickly amassed, but there was not enough money to
buy production parts and the banks would not advance any more. The promises of a
wonder car had been made before and proven false.
Because the coupe would appeal to a buyer who was less concerned about
the economy car aspect of the model, BMW sold the coupe at a higher price,
partially compensated for by having better equipment. This meant that the coupe
had a much higher profit margin than the sedan. For this reason, the initial, restricted
production in 1959 was all coupes. As each car was sold, parts to make another
could be bought. Only 648 cars were made in 1959.
BMW was now technically bankrupt and the decision to sell to DaimlerBenz, at half book price, was taken, subject to ratification by the shareholders.
That ratification was not granted at the shareholders’ meeting, thanks to
delaying tactics. One of these was to question why the entire development and
production costs of the 700 had been allocated to only the production so far. By
amortising the costs over 600 or so units the 700 was presented as another loss
maker. Eventually the meeting was adjourned late in the evening.
Industrialist Herbert Quandt held BMW shares and he sat through the entire
drawn out meeting. He was impressed by the passion for the BMW brand and, in
particular, the claims made for the success of the 700. He realised that if the
production and development costs were spread over a more realistic production
volume it would make a profit. He borrowed a 700 and took it to Daimler-Benz for
appraisal. They thought it was a good product which could make some money.
At considerable risk to the family fortune Quandt set about buying up a controlling
interest in BMW, thus preventing another shareholders’ meeting to vote on the sales’
resolution. He paid off some of the debts and invested Quandt money into the
production of the 700. Once production started, he set about assembling a team of
technical staff who knew how to design, develop and produce a quality but profitable
mid size car in medium volume. Fortunately for Quandt nearby medium volume car
builder Borgward were have a financial crisis of their own so there was no problem
finding the right staff.Quandt recognised the core brand values of BMW, something
we now know as “sheer driving pleasure”, a value BMW had been true to until after
the second world war when things went so horribly wrong.
In many ways, the 700 was the first post WW2 BMW to have those values.
By enhancing those values and making them the primary design guide, the new
BMW team produced the Neue Klasse cars, from which the 3, 5, 6 and 7 series
sprang in the 1970’s and all other BMWs have followed.
The 700 had considerable success in motor racing and was exported to
many countries. It was also manufactured under licence in some countries where
import restrictions prevented direct export. Amongst those was Argentina
where Metalmecánica SAIC assembled the 700 sedan and sold it as a De Carlo 700
Glamor until 1964 when the same running gear was clothed with a Simca 1000 lookalike body (Metalmecánica also assembled the Simca under licence) and sold as a
De Carlo SL. They also assembled De Carlo 700 coupes in 1961
...Lawrence Glynn
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Pat’s restoration of a KR200
The KR200 had been sitting in a corner of our home garage for almost
30 years before I decided it was time to take a look at it and see what it might
need to get it running and usable.
After clearing some space in the garage to inspect and work on the
Schmitt, and with a little air in the tyres, it was pushed out of its corner.
After a quick rock back and forth to see if the engine was seized I was
pleased to find the motor was free.
Next came a battery, jumper leads & a disconnection of the fuel hose
from the tank in order to pour in some petrol (bypassing the tank in case it
was full of crud). After only a few cranks the motor coughed. A few more
cranks and to my surprise it fired up. ( That turned out to be the easy part. )
An examination of the body determined that it appeared to be in fair
condition for the age of the car. There were a few dents and scrapes and
some surface rust where the paint had been damaged but no obvious rust
holes.
Not being a panel beater or spray painter I felt that a small repair and
then a paint match would be beyond my skills. I decided that in order to
repair the paint I would need to remove the guards. That was when I noticed
all of the other rubber seals were showing their age. They were dried,
cracked and in need of replacing.
(This led to some research and finding Fred through the contact
details on the MCSC web page. He advised that the rubbers, and many other
parts, were available via clubs in both England and Germany).
With the KR200 being such a small car I thought restoring it would be
a quick and easy task. How wrong I was.
The first job was to take a lot of photos of everything and some
measurements of where the trim pieces start and stop. Removing 60 year old
screws and nuts was an awkward task. Most of them are tiny 7 & 8 mm nuts.
You need to have long arms in order to reach under the guard with one hand
and into the very front of the cabin with
the other.
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Pat’s restoration of his KR200
Removing the trim nuts was another mission. Most of the screws that slide
into the back of the trim piece would turn as the nut was turned. Some pressure was
needed, using a blade screwdriver wedged between the body and the aluminium trim
piece. It took 2- 3 hours to remove 6 x nuts.
Once the front guards, rear engine cover and the lifting section were
removed, I could see there were some small rust holes and old brazed repairs in the
front floor + rust in the main floor under the seat runners and pin holes in the centre
channel that runs the length of the car. “Not so bad” I thought.
A lot of cleaning, welding, grinding and a little metal fabrication sorted the
rust. Whilst removing the paint I found there were bubbles in the paint right down to
the original undercoat. The old paint was going to have to be removed down to bare
metal. The body and guards were able to be stripped the normal way but the rear
engine cover had some tar type material wedged between the sheet metal and the
tube the runs around the bottom edge. So it was off to be chemically stripped.

Once the engine cover was returned, the rust
along the bottom edge was visible, another rust
patch needed!
I then moved onto removing dents ( a quick
check of YouTube) a little tapping (another
check on YouTube) and most of my dents
started to look ok. A little filler, some sanding,
repeat, repeat, repeat. One guard done, then
onto the other.
The next step was some panel beating in order
to remove a few dents from the front nose sect-ion, a lot of filling and sanding to get the correct
shapes, and the front was ready for primer. All
of the sanding had to be by hand, mostly owing
to my skill level, and partly owing to the
20 size and shapes of the panels.

Pat’s restoration of his KR200
Whilst the body work was underway the crank shaft and conrod were
sent out to be separated and a new roller bearing conrod was fitted in order to
prevent engine breakage. The engine cover needed some alignment and
dents repaired to enable me to get it to be a good fit to the body.
A lot of time was needed to hand sand the louvered section. (I hope
this is the last louvered panel that I need to sand and paint!) . Once all the
panels were primed it was time for top coating.
My painting abilities are about as good as my panel beating skills, so
there was a lot of painting and sanding to get a smooth finish. A couple of
layers of clear, hours of buffing and polishing and the paint was done.
After attending to all of the existing aluminium trims, nuts bolts and
washers (that needed to have 60yrs of tarnish and dirt removed) I have now
become an expert parts and fittings cleaner. I was fortunate to have both the
exterior and, the majority, of the mechanical work done and to have had the
vehicle pass inspection for registration before we went into Covid 19 lock
down. I was lucky to have been able to drive around 400miles, after
registering her, and people always smile, beep, wave, etc as we drive around.
Every traffic light we stop at we see a window go down and a phone pop out
to get a photo.
I think it has been worth all of the effort so far though, having said that,
it stopped running last time it was out and had to have a ride on a tow truck to
get home.
I am yet to complete the interior fit out and will also fit a convertible
roof & the motor also needs to be removed to have some adjustments to the
gears. ( and to find out why it is not running now ) My wife & I are trying to
select a name for the car but have not managed to find a moniker that suits.
Any suggestions gladly received! ..Pat Cefai.(c/- pop.nan@optusnet.com.au )
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No, the Vespas haven’t got all the attention !!
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...and even more Lambrettas
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‘Microcar and Scooter Club Inc’ No 987 6195.
ISSN 2206 8880 Web site, www.microcarandscooterclub.org
Correspondence C/o MCSC. Post Office Box 42, Berowra, NSW, 2081.
President:
Scooter President
Secretary:
Treasurer & M’ship
Magazine Editor:

John Renshaw, ph 02 9484 8666, <pop.nan@optusnet.com.au>
Andy Jackson, <ozlambretta@gmail.com> ph 0406 752 533
Douglas Kennedy, ph 02 9456 0341, <douglaskennedy@internode.on.net>
Allen Wall, 0417 267 173, <alscooters@bigpond.com>
John Renshaw, (proof reader Graham Sims )

Webmaster:

Andy Jackson …. see above

Magazine Support:
all MCSC members
Mag prodn/distn
John Renshaw & Allen Wall……. See above
Events registrar
: Niko Satria 0422 922 031 with a request for input from all members
Events facilitator:
Vic Fenech, 0417 677 003, along with committee/member collaboration.
Research officer:
Douglas Kennedy, contact as above.
Spare parts adviser:
Fred Diwell, 02 4565 0219, e-mail microcarscooter@skymesh.com.au>
Club plate register
& inspector:
Keith Wall, and movement day book Ph 0417 267 173
CMC delegates:
Allen Wall, Peter Luks, Vic Fenech, and Andy Jackson
Public officer:
Allen Wall.
The objectives of membership are for the preservation, restoration and promotion of Microcars and
Scooters, all kept to as original condition as practical. Monthly meetings take place at the Arena
Sports Club ( was the Greyhound Club), Boardman Ave, Yagoona, on the third Friday of each month
starting at 8.00 p.m. We hold rallies and social events on a regular basis for members and associate
with similar clubs here and overseas. Localised personal information and advice can be acquired from
our state delegates or web site:








Victoria: Paul Lucas at Mornington, 03 5975 7203.
Queensland: Terry White at Kelvin Grove 07 3356 5828.
Tasmania: John Barrass at Newstead 03 6333 0544.
Western Australia Zig Pasnicki 08 9397 6315.
South Australia: Ian Wilson at Clearview 08 8262 3033.
Queensland Ruth Farrar (BMW specialist) 0438 883 201.
Other independent associated registers and clubs that promote the same ideals are: British two stroke
club in Victoria, Goggomobil register in NSW, Siva in Perth WA, Velosolex Oz group in Vic, and
Southwest Brisbane motoring club inc.
The club magazine is published four times a year around the beginning of March, June, September,
and December. Items for inclusion should be submitted to the editor by the 10th of the month prior to
publication; receiving information early gives us a better chance of getting the magazine out on time.
Rates for half or full page advertisements are available at very modest cost.
Membership joining and renewals can be made by direct debit to Bendigo Bank BSB 633000. East
Gosford, to MCSC Inc A/c 122802259. Make sure you put your name in the comments section so we
know who it’s from.
During compilation of this publication the MCSC editor believed all reports and information true and correct. However the editor
makes no representations, either expressed or implied as to the accuracy of information and data contained herein, and accepts no
liability for any use of the information and data or reliance placed upon it. The above applies equally to our website
In other words if we got something wrong we are sorry and let us know. This particularly applies to phone numbers, dates,
technical details and name spelling. We do try our best! All rights reserved © 2020 MCSC.
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